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About Lightfeel Training 
- - - - X 

Lightfeel Training is a 3D rendering training centre in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  Our 

mission is to help creative people to reach their career goal by creating high-

quality projects and increasing productivity. Much more than teaching software, 

what we teach is more applicable for real jobs. We’ve designed practical courses by 

incorporating real-world needs we see everyday in our client. Whether you aim to 

increase your technical know-how or career prospects in the field of interior design and 

architecture, you can learn efficient workflows and best practices to apply right away.  

 

Office & Training Venue 

84-2-1, Jln Medan Putra 3, Medan Putra Business Center, Bandar Menjalara, 52200 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
 

Contact 

Phone: 03-6280 2435  |  Whatsapp: +6016-8020533 |  Email: training@lightfeel.com.my 

Website: www.lightfeeltraining.com 
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“ 
Individual and extensive training content. Specially designed, all-rounded and 
interactive short course that precisely hits the market demand. The instructors 

are aspiring working professionals that understand the industry challenges.  

-Mark Lim, MDS Interiors Singapore 

” 

Improve your interior render quality in 24 hours  
- - - - X 

 

Learn by doing 
 

Hands-on activities 
encourage a process of 
practice, problem-solving 
and decision making, 
hence they accelerate 
your learning journey. 

Feedback and practice 
 

Your instructors are always 
ready to facilitate your 
learning through e-mail and 
face-to-face facilitated 
session. 
 

Real-world ready 
 

The real-world projects 
prepare you to meet the 
greatest challenge after 
course completion 
 - delivering professional 
work while working within 
the production deadline. 
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What our 
students 
say 
 

“ Nobody would ever think that 3D 

skills are useful for a Graphic 

Designer. The graphic design market 

trend has been moving towards 3D 

looking visuals, which in turn motivates 

me to pick up 3D skill in Lightfeel. The 

knowledge I gained and the skills I 

learned, although in a basic level, have 

improved my speed and attracted 

more variety of customers. I work 

much efficient now, combining 2D and 

3D altogether.” 
 

- Joyee, Freelance Graphic Designer 

 

“I am an interior designer who was looking 

for the professional 3D course company. 

 

At Lightfeel Training,  I’ve learned shortcut 

and time-saving method. I previously wasted 

a lot of times to just build a chair. They 

taught me about the shortcut keys in order to 

complete the model within a short time. I 

learned the easier steps to do the model 

rendering. 

 

Their instructors are brilliant which they will 

give me carefully structured to ensure my 

scope of lessons aren't being lost at any 

stage of the work, while allowing me to build 

complexities on top of them. 

 

This course seriously kick-started my 

learning and I wish to come back for more 

goodness! Having great teachers makes all 

the difference! ” 
 

-Anna Ho, Design Spirits co., ltd., 

“ I could never achieve my post-

training result for my interior designs in 

the past. This training has provided me 

with a step-by-step guide to produce a 

quality render. Comparing my before 

and after 3D work, I could see a 

drastic improvement!” 
 

- Chris, Arvo Design Sdn Bhd 

“ I partook this course thinking that it would 

be difficult due to my lack of understanding in 

realistic 3D rendering, but I was wrong. In 

fact, it was a fun and enjoyable moment. The 

course was simple, straightforward and 

easily understood.” 
 

- Daniel, Allegro Advertising Sdn Bhd 
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Lightfeel Training 

Autodesk 3ds Max Fundamental Course 
 

 

 

Duration Pre-requisite Price 

1 Day (6 hours) No experience required RM875 

Overview & Purpose 

Ever want to create a photorealistic 3D rendering but not sure how to begin? If so, this 

course is perfect for you. 

Over just 6 hours, you’ll learn how to create a photorealistic 3D rendering by using 3Ds 

Max. You’ll navigate the 3Ds Max User interface and learn how to use the essential 

features. You’ll learn how to add lights, shadows and to work with models imported from 

other applications. 
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Objectives 

● Understand the 3dsMax user interface and workflow 

● Build up an interior space according to given CAD drawing 

● Create simple light and material using V-Ray 

● Assemble project files - Import & Merge 

Materials Needed 

● Computer will be prepared in class but we encourage our student to bring their 

own laptops to class with Autodesk 3ds Max installed: 

○ 3ds Max system requirements https://goo.gl/4ksTPJ 

○ V-Ray system requirements https://goo.gl/uA3YmL 

Topics  

● Navigating through 3ds Max UI 

● Viewport configuration 

● Using the transforms move, rotate and scale 

● Using 3ds Max default shortcut key 

● Brief through 3ds Max modifier lists 

● Using 3ds Max modifier to edit an object 

● Using spline to build up an interior space according to a given CAD drawing 

● Using lights and basic techniques by V-Ray 

● Merging given high detailed furniture into space 

Project on the class: Build an interior space 

You will demonstrate your mastery of 3D rendering skills by creating a simple interior 

space. You will be provided with a batch of free models, import and merge them inside 

your own interior space. Then, you will light-up your created space correctly to achieve 

a photorealistic finish. 

 

 

https://goo.gl/4ksTPJ
https://goo.gl/uA3YmL
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Lightfeel Training 

Photorealistic Interior Render Course 
 

 

Duration 5 Days (30 Hours) 

Pre-requisites 3DS Max Fundamentals or equivalent working knowledge  

Class Size 3-5 person 

Post-training support 1-month email support from Lightfeel Training experts 

Certificate Either Attendance Certificate or Distinction Certificate (based 

on your performance in “Project On Class”) 

Price RM 4000  
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Overview & Purpose 

Whether it’s to meet tight deadlines, impress your boss, or to build a sense of 

achievement, ever wish you could produce more realistic renders from your work?  

In this 30 hours course, you’ll learn the mastery of 3ds Max UI, create your own material 

library, learn to add light on the right position to get a natural effect and enhance your 

render by using Photoshop.  

It’s all about working smarter, not harder. After this training, you’ll be able to achieve 

a photorealistic render in a much shorter time. Work life balance is not a dream 

anymore! 

Objectives 

● Develop a high level of confidence to work on the real project  

● Maximize efficiency with best practices in the industry 

● Incorporate Lightfeel Studio practical “Secret Recipes” into your workflow 

● Create your own 3ds Max UI 

● Create furniture with 3ds Max 

● Adding detail to interior space with 3ds Max modifier tools 

● Create your own realistic V-Ray materials 

● Adding natural V-Ray lighting 

● Learn optimal setting to keep render time under control and achieve high-quality 

render 

● Enhance your render images with Photoshop 

Materials Needed 

● Computer will be prepared in class but we recommend our students to bring a 

laptop with these software installed:  

○ Autodesk 3ds Max system requirements https://goo.gl/4ksTPJ 
○ Chaosgroup V-Ray system requirements https://goo.gl/uA3YmL 
○ Photoshop CC system requirements https://goo.gl/PKYe3z 

https://goo.gl/4ksTPJ
https://goo.gl/uA3Ym
https://goo.gl/PKYe3z
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Topics  

Class 1 

Part 1: Customizing your own User Interface 

○ Viewport configuration 

○ Creating shortcut keys 

○ Useful 3ds Max modifier tools 

Part 2: Modelling of furniture and space detailing 

○ Understanding furniture proportion 

 

Class 2 

Materials Advanced 

● Quick V-Ray materials setup for photorealistic material 

● In-depth setting for V-Ray materials 

● Creating V-Ray material library 

 

Class3 

Lighting 

● Creating life-like interior lighting through creative use of V-Ray lighting and HDRI 

● Scene enhancement with various secret recipes of Lighteel Studio 

 

Class 4   

Rendering and Post-production 

● Optimizing render settings 

● Render Presets 

● Render output 

● Controlling quality 

● Post-production with Adobe Photoshop 

Project on class (Class 5 ): Using provided interior space to create 

your own portfolio 

To make sure you’ve mastered all the right skills, you have to design and decorate your 

own space at the end, using the interior space and items of furniture given. 

 

Your instructor will offer feedback on your project so that you can improve it after the 

training.  The Final Project will form the start of your portfolio. 
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Lightfeel Training 

Photoshop for Arch Viz 

 

Duration 5 Days (20 Hours) 

Pre-requisites Experienced Photoshop user who want to create a 

photorealistic interior/ exterior image with industry workflow  

Class Size 3-5 person 

Post-training support 1-month email support from Lightfeel Training experts 

Certificate Either Attendance Certificate or Distinction Certificate (based 

on your performance in “Project On Class”) 

Price RM 3200 
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Overview & Purpose 

Whether you’re an Interior Designer or Architect, a hyper-realistic Architectural 

Visualisation is always crucial to showcase your creativity and technical knowledge in 

your field. However, creating a render and adjusting lighting is not enough to make it 

photorealistic.  

Even you have a great portfolio, it still can be difficult to cut the edge if you do not know 

how to deal with client requests.  After this training, you’ll be able to differentiate 

yourself as a reliable and professional designer. You’ll not only learn how to create 

amazing work but also how to hit the clients’ requests. 

Objectives 
● Create different mood on the same image 

● Understand the reasons to manage your PSD file 

● Enhance image by using different type of passes 

● Learn post-editing workflow for Interior & Exterior 

● Master numerous tools and features on Photoshop 

● Grasp Tips & Tricks to hit your client requests 

Materials Needed 

● Computer will be prepared in class but we encourage our students to bring a 

laptop with Photoshop CC installed: 

○ Adobe Photoshop CC system requirements https://goo.gl/PKYe3z 

 

 

 

  

https://goo.gl/PKYe3z
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Topics  

Class 1 

● Compositing different mood results with only one rendering 

● Production way of managing PSD file and producing output with advertising 

quality 

 

Class 2 

● Specified in photorealistic interior compositing, in-depth study and learning of 

mood in corporate visualization 

● Study of 3D passes for compositing, exploring the material and observation for 

good lighting 

 

Class3 

● Post-editing workflow for natural exterior landscape 

● Learning useful and quick PSD tool features 

 

Class 4   

● A complete night environment compositing, from an idea to a final masterpiece 

● Successful tips to hit clients' requests 

Project on class (Class 4): Using provided images with all passes to 

composite different mood results. 

After learning all the technique during the class, the student will need to do your own 

compositing before the end of the class. 

 

At the end of the class, you will have to finish your own image. Your instructor will offer 

feedback on your project so that you can improve it after the training.  The Final Project 

will form the start of your portfolio. 

. 
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Lightfeel Training 

Solving Flickering In Animation Course 
 

 

Duration 5 Days (30 Hours) 

Pre-requisites Advanced 3dsMax & V-Ray users  

Class Size 2-5 person 

Post-training support 1-month email support from Lightfeel Training experts 

Certificate Attendance Certificate  

Price RM 5500 
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Overview & Purpose 

If a single picture is worth a thousand words, an animation can worth a whole lot more. 

Animation is an attractive tool for presenting your project, making your design ideas 

more accessible. But you may face a lot of challenge to finish a good animation, such 

as “flickering”. It always happens randomly from anywhere.  If your biggest headache 

for animation is “Flickering”, we’re here to help.  

 

With this course, you will learn all the knowledge necessary to overcome flickering 

issue.  After this training, you can impress your client by showing your perfect animation 

- without flickering.  

 

Moreover, we also provide animation script for you to find out all the errors in one click. 

You will receive a special huge discount to purchase Walkthrough Animation Script 

upon completion. 

Objectives 

● Production workflow for Archviz animation 

● Advanced render setting setup to avoid flickering 

● Lower down render time per frame but still maintain the image quality 

● Create simple maxscript to change parameter in mass 

Materials Needed 

● Computer will be prepared in class but we encourage our students to bring a 

laptop with these software installed:  

○ 3ds Max system requirements https://goo.gl/4ksTPJ 

○ V-Ray system requirements https://goo.gl/uA3YmL 

Topics  

● Getting to know the cause of flickering 

● Global illumination theory 

● Multiple methods to deal with flickering 

● Creating maxscript to change parameters in mass 

 

https://goo.gl/4ksTPJ
https://goo.gl/uA3YmL
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Lightfeel Training 

Distributed and Network Rendering Course with 3dsMax and V-Ray 
 

 

 

Duration 3 Hours 

Pre-requisites Technical users who want to combine all their company PC 

together and create High-Performance Computing  

Class Size 2 person or above 

Post-training support 1-month email support from Lightfeel Training experts 

Certificate Attendance Certificate  

Price RM 1200 
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Overview & Purpose 

In a fast-moving industry with tight deadlines, time is more and more invaluable for 

professionals. It can be very challenging when there are multiple projects to manage at 

the same time. 
 

With this course, you will learn how to standardize all the software in your company, 

which will decrease numerous issues when artists are sharing files with each other.   

You can fully utilize your current working space to up your productivity to the maximum.  

This computer power management will help you to manage more projects at once and 

finishing them in time.  

 

Objectives 
● Understand how to create an internal High-Performance Computing 

● Fundamental of computer networking 

● Understanding of network rendering 

● Troubleshooting 

Materials Needed 

● Minimum 2 PC (with same 3ds Max & V-Ray software version & Windows 

version(recommended)) on your current working space 

Topics  

● What is PC / Workstation / Render Node / Server 

● Distributed / Satellite / Network scheduled based rendering 

● Requirements of network rendering 

● Assets tracking in 3D Software 

● Fundamental of computer networking 

● Good practices for network rendering 

● Troubleshooting 

 

Ready to start rendering ? 

Click here to Register Now  Or Call 03-62802435 / Whatsapp 016-8020533 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf6tws6gyA2Am2N48ho490FW1f3zIyIDLs84seDkEWR6b6YYQ/viewform
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